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1943: Robert wells has returned home
from the war, having spent months
in hospitals recovering from combat
wounds. While being rehabilitated at
Heidelberg military hospital, a series
of visitors come to see him and in the
process, old wounds open, some close.
What does seeing and doing the worst
acts a human being can do to another,
do to them?
Thirteen years after The sacrifice, the
follow-up to the story of Robert Wells
concludes in this elegaic story of how
the impact of war is felt even far from
the front lines.
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afterword:
well, this is not what was hoped for, what was expected of me. For many years after ‘the sacrifice’ came
out, i was asked: ‘when’s the next ‘sacrifice’ coming
out’?
‘it’s coming along,’ I would reply, knowing full well
that it was.
until it wasn’t.
until now, where you hold this slim volume that is
considerably less than the promise of ‘the fight’ and
‘the return’ making up an 800 page trilogy that promised so much... and delivered so little.
so, this is an apology to all those who have been
waiting for me to deliver on that promise with this token for your appreciation of what I made.
i think i also owe you an explanation so you can better aim your darts at the board with my picture as the
bullseye.
The idea of a trilogy was initiated before I finished
‘the Sacrifice’, but it was never part of my original
conception. I realised that the story could continue
because logically, Robert would be serving and then
what about coming back from service and discharged
with no more than a salute and a service medal? I was
reminded of my grandfather who came back after six
years in uniform, an alcoholic.
Immediately finishing ‘The sacrifice’, I began reading voraciously about the australian armed services
during ww2 (whereas my reading for ‘the sacrifice’
focussed more on the homefront). my approach to research is always to go from the general to the particular, by which I mean I study the broader picture and
then narrow down on details. For instance, i read up
on the big history of australian military action, knowing that any combat service robert would see would
have to be in Papua new guinea, for by 1942, that is
where australian forces were concentrated with the
belief of imminent japanese invasion of australia.
another approach was to find out what division and
unit would a man who enlisted in Melbourne, december 1941, might have been assigned to, then follow that
unit history throughout the war. as it turned out, it
was the 4th divison, sent to guard south western australia. They were eventually sent to home defence in
northern queensland and later transferred to bougainville. it didn’t cover the areas of combat I particularly wanted to explore, which were the northern
beach campaigns, post-kokoda, rooting out the japanese beachheads at buna, gona and sanananda in december 1942/january 1943. the ghastliness of those
campaigns was reflected in the 95% casualty rate for
Australian (and some uS) forces, and 99% mortality
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rate for the japanese.
i spent a solid two years reading, researching, planning, writing and producing layouts for ‘the Fight’,
such that I was ready to commit to the final art at the
start of 2009.
and then i stalled.
There were a lot of reasons for that, chief among
them was that my mental health at the time was very
poor, and that I was suffering an eating disorder
(itself, a mental health issue). if you want to know
more about this situation, i explained it in detail in my
graphic memoir, ‘bully me’.
another was artistic doubt. I just didn’t think what
I had written was good enough - a consequence of my
poor mental health of the time. I kept searching for
the better book. in researching and preparing for ‘the
return’ (i couldn’t do the middle part of a trilogy without knowing where it would go afterwards), I latched
onto an idea which followed Robert wells daughter,
andie, as an army nurse in vietnam during the war, a
book that was to have been called ‘The dust of life’.
cue another two to three years reading, researching, planning, writing and layouts. I even went so far
as to start the final art, pencilling 140 pages of what
was to be a monumental 500 page work.
and then i stalled again.
i noticed that i was re-writing the story on the fly,
as i pencilled, which is something I always leave open
at the level of refinement, but in this instance, it i was
writing in substantial plot changes that would reverberate throughout the story. I knew i needed to stop
and revisit the script before wasting time on art-making. as it transpired, I had lost all confidence in the
script, so i abandoned the project despite the length
of time i had spent on it; i was no longer going to follow the sunk-cost fallacy.
if you read the afterword to ‘bully me’, you will know
that the long lull following the failure of these books
led to that particular book. what it doesn’t mention is
that i have produced a number of comic works out of
the storyworld that i developed for robert and andie
wells. some appeared as short stories in anthologies,
collected in my volume ‘post-traumatic’. another was
the story told in my work for space: ‘an anzac myth’,
produced as the practice-based component of my masters thesis ‘words into pictures’. reading the exegesis
for that would explain why and how I used the storyworld there; mainly because it was ready to go. i knew
everything there was to know about the wells genealogy and history through the second half of the twentieth century.
so why this slim volume? why return to the scene of
ignominy?

Because i was asked to.
This comic was produced at the request of the publisher at Avant Verlag, Johann Ulrich, following a
meeting held in Berlin in 2015. I had known from friends
that he was a fan of ‘The Sacrifice,’ but he never made an
offer to purchase the rights for German translation.
Curious as to why, I met up with him to determine what
I might be able to do to persuade him. As it transpired
(and with other potential rights sales), the problem
was that damned promise made on the cover that the
work would form part of a trilogy of books. Johann
was keen on publishing ‘the sacrifice’ if there was an
extra chapter or pages that rounded the story off, as
The Sacrifice had ended on an intentionally ambiguous
note. I agreed to do this work, so a rights agreement
was made between Avant and my publisher Allen & Unwin (contracted to act as international rights sales
agents) to publish The Sacrifice with extra pages. The
incentive for me to make it was clear: to reach new
readers in the German language regions.
It struck me that closure regarding all the characters would probably leave most readers replete, and
that was the objective that Johann wanted. As it transpired, writing the script was pretty straightforward,
flowing quickly and enjoyably, since it had been many
years since I had spent time in this story world I had
created and invested so much into.
Since ‘The Return’ was set in Melbourne, I could utilize a lot of the previous research I undertook for
‘The Sacrifice’ in terms of costume, vehicles, housing,
language use and so on. research for comics is dependent on both written and visual sources, particularly the latter, as the comic has to evoke the era,
particularly given the verisimilitude I like to depict.
The further back in time, pictorial documentation becomes increasingly spotty. I had new locations such
as Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital, The St Kilda General Cemetery and Ivanhoe. Of particular interest is
the former, since research entailed not only what
the exterior and interior of the hospital looked like,
but what the staff wore at various levels, i.e. were the
staff all military and in uniform, or were there civilians? What was the medical treatment of that era? I did
not need to go into too much detail as Heidelberg was
a convalescent hospital for long-term treatment and
last stop before discharge, such as in Robert’s case.
I looked up previously utilized (and good) resources
such as the Australian War Museum, State Library of
Victoria, National Library of Australia, newspapers
(now held in state libraries), local councils and what I
could track down in books. New to the mix was Pinterest, which did not exist when I made ‘The Sacrifice’. By
typing in the vintage of the era and say, a suburb such

as Ivanhoe or a Melbourne city centre street such as
Collins St, I discovered a wealth of photos from the
era that I had not seen before. I knew that this new resource was made up of old photos held by the general
public, hitherto inaccessible. I utilized maps of the areas to accurately plot a path between one part of the
city and another, matching them with photos where
possible to get an idea of what a ‘street view’ was like
80 years ago.
as for the flashback combat scenes from the Buna
and Sanananda campaigns, I already had done visual
research in preparation for ‘the fight.’
making the art was in many ways like slipping into
old shoes that were well worn in. It didn’t take long
to hit a groove and leave me with a feeling that maybe
I could bring ‘the fight’ back out of the bottom drawer. I reread my script and it is actually a good one. It
would have met most people’s hopes and expectations,
i think. But I’m not making any promises. not again. it
would take a solid couple of years to do the art and
who is going to pay for that time? who would publish
it?
that’s a question for another day.
no work is produced in isolation, so i do owe some
thanks to those who helped make this comic a reality.
Obviously, thanks go to johann at avant, for asking me
to make it. I hope the german edition does you proud.
to stuart medley, my phd examiner and under whose
remit this was made. thanks for being a steady hand.
to erica, jodie and elise at Allen & unwin, who had
such patience to weather my mental health problems,
ever shifting artistic temperament, insecurity and eccentricities. you guys will get a book and I’ll fulfil the
contract albeit years late. ‘tigerland’ is coming. i deserved to have my arse kicked, but you refrained.
to lisa, jamil, christian, christian and those who
hosted me at serieframjandet in september/october
2018 in malmo, sweden, thank you for your kindness
and generosity. it was great to be able to make comics
in such a wonderfully resourced centre like yours;
A model for such a support centre anywhere in the
world.
to baden and brendan at jeffries print services for
printing the hardcover and softcover books. as always, exemplary.
to all the readers who have suffered my long delays to get to this point, my apologies, but also thanks
for having made ‘the sacrifice’ the success it was, and
therein keeping my own flickering flame going. This
book is dedicated to you.
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